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Abstract

A systematic study of knots was begun in the second half of the

��th century by Tait and his followers� They were motivated by

Kelvin�s theory of atoms modelled on knotted vortex tubes of ether� It

was expected that physical and chemical properties of various atoms

could be expressed in terms of properties of knots such as the knot

invariants� Even though Kelvin�s theory did not work� the theory

of knots grew as a sub�eld of combinatorial topology� Recently new

invariants of knots have been discovered and they have led to the

solution of long standing problems in knot theory� Surprising connec�

tions between the theory of knots and statistical mechanics� quantum

groups and quantum �eld theory are emerging� We give a geometric

formulation of some of these invariants using ideas from topological

quantum �eld theory� We also discuss some recent connections and

application of knot theory to problems in Physics� Chemistry and Bi�

ology� It is interesting to note that as we stand on the threshold of

the new millenium� di�cult questions arising in the sciences continue

to serve as a driving force for the development of new mathematical

tools needed to understand and answer them�
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� Introduction

The title of the paper is the result of my discussions with Prof� Dr� Eberhard
Zeidler and I would like to thank him for his continued interest in my work�
This work was supported in part by the Istituto Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare
and Dipartimento di Fisica� Universit�a di Firenze and by the Max Planck
Institute for Mathematics in the Sciences� Leipzig� This paper is based on
my Schloe�mann lecture given at Bad Lausick� Germany on May ��� �����
In the last twenty years a body of mathematics has evolved with strong

direct input from theoretical physics� for example from classical and quantum
�eld theories� statistical mechanics and string theory� In particular� in the
geometry and topology of low dimensional manifolds �i�e� manifolds of di	
mensions �� 
 and �� we have seen new results� some of them quite surprising�
as well as new ways of looking at known results� Donaldsons work based on
his study of the solution space of the Yang	Mills equations� Monopole equa	
tions of Seiberg	Witten� Floer homology� quantum groups and topological
quantum �eld theoretical interpretation of the Jones polynomial and other
knot invariants are some of the examples of this development� Donaldson�
Jones and Witten have received Fields medals for their work ���� I have
had the opportunity to lecture on many of these topics over the last twenty
years at Florence� Matsumoto� Torino� the Winter School on Gauge Theory
in Bari� the CNR summer school in Ravello and more recently at IUCAA
�Pune� India� and at MPI	MIS �Leipzig�� We think the name �Physical
Mathematics� is appropriate to describe this new� exciting and fast growing
area of mathematics� Recent developments in knot theory make it an im	
portant chapter in �Physical Mathematics�� Untill the early ����s it was an
area in the backwaters of topology� Now it is a very active area of research
with its own journal�
The plan of the paper is as follows� In this section we make some historical

observations and comment on some early work in knot theory� Invariants of
knots and links are introduced in section �� Wittens interpretation of the
Jones polynomial via the Chern	Simons theory is discussed in section 
� A
new invariant of 
	manifolds is obtained as a by product of this work by
an evaluation of a certain partition function of the theory� In section � we
discuss some self	linking knot invariants which were obtained by physicists by
using Chern	Simons perturbation theory� The concluding section � contains
a brief account of some applications of knots in Chemistry and Biology�
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One of the earliest investigations in combinatorial knot theory is contained
in several unpublished notes written by Gauss between ���� and ���� and
published posthumously as part of his Nachla��estate�� They deal mostly
with his attempts to classify �Tract�guren� or plane closed curves with a
�nite number of transverse self	intersections� As we shall see later such �gures
arise as regular plane projections of knots inR�� However� one fragment deals
with a pair of linked knots� We reproduce a part of this fragment below�

Es seien die Coordinaten eines unbestimmten Punkts der ersten Linie
x� y� z� der zweiten x�� y�� z� und�

Z Z
��x� � x�� � �y� � y�� � �z� � z���������x� � x��dydz� � dzdy���

��y� � y��dzdx� � dxdz�� � �z� � z��dxdy� � dydx��� � V

dann ist dies Integral durch beide Linien ausgedehnt

� ��m

und m die Anzahl der Umschlingungen�
Der Werth ist gegenseitig� d�i� er bleibt derselbe� wenn beide Linien gegen

einander umgetauscht werden�� ����� Jan� ���
In this fragment of a note from his Nachla�� Gauss had given an analytic

formula for the linking number of a pair of knots� This number is a com	
binatorial topological invariant� As is quite common in Gausss work� there
is no indication of how he obtained this formula� The title of the note �Zur
Electrodynamik� ��On Electrodynamics�� and his continuing work with We	
ber on the properties of electric and magentic �elds leads us to guess that
it originated in the study of magnetic �eld generated by an electric current
�owing in a curved wire�
Maxwell knew Gausss formula for the linking number and its topological

signi�cance and its origin in electromagentic theory� In fact� in commenting
on this formula� he wrote�

�Let the coordinates of an arbitrary point on the �rst curve be x� y� z� of the second
x

�
� y

�
� z

� and let
�then this integral taken along both curves is � ��m and m is the number of inter�

twinings �linking number in modern terminology�� The value �of the integral� is common
�to the two curves�� i�e� it remains the same if the curves are interchanged�






It was the discovery by Gauss of this very integral expressing the work
done on a magnetic pole while describing a closed curve in presence of a
closed electric current and indicating the geometric connexion between the
two closed curves� that led him to lament the small progress made in the
Geometry of Position since the time of Leibnitz� Euler and Vandermonde�
We now have some progress to report� chie�y due to Riemann� Helmholtz
and Listing�
In obtaining a topological invariant by using a physical �eld theory� Gauss

had anticipated Topological Field Theory by almost ��� years� Even the
term topology was not used then� It was introduced in ���� by J� B� Listing�
a student and proteg�e of Gauss� in his essay �Vorstudien zur Topologie�
��Preliminary Studies on Topology��� Gausss linking number formula can
also be interpreted as the equality of topological and analytic degree of a
suitable function� Starting with this a far reaching generalization of the
Gauss integral to higher self	linking integrals can be obtained� This forms
a small part of the program initiated by Kontsevich �

� to relate topology
of low	dimensional manifolds� homotopical algebras� and non	commutative
geometry with topological �eld theories and Feynman diagrams in physics�
In the second half of the nineteenth century� a systematic study of knots

in R� was made by Tait� He was motivated by Kelvins theory of atoms
modelled on knotted vortex tubes of ether� It was expected that physical and
chemical properties of various atoms could be expressed in terms of properties
of knots such as the knot invariants� Even though Kelvins theory did not
work� the theory of knots grew as a sub�eld of combinatorial topology� Tait
classi�ed the knots in terms of the crossing number of a regular projection�
A regular projection of a knot on a plane is an orthogonal projection
of the knot such that at any crossing in the projection exactly two strands
intersect transversely� He made a number of observations about some general
properties of knots which have come to be known as the �Tait conjectures��
In its simplest form the classi�cation problem for knots can be stated as
follows� Given a projection of a knot� is it possible to decide in �nitely many
steps if it is equivalent to an unkot� This question was answered a�rmatively
by W� Haken ��
� in ����� He proposed an algorithm which could decide
if a given projection corresponds to an unknot� However� because of its
complexity it has not been implemented on a computer even after �� years�
We would like to add that in ���� Haken and Appel solved the famous
Four	Color problem for planar maps by making essential use of a computer
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programm to study the thousands of cases that needed to be checked� A very
readable� non	technical account of their work may be found in ����

� Invariants of Knots and Links

Let M be a closed orientable 
	manifold� A smooth embedding of S� in M
is called a knot in M � A link in M is a �nite collection of disjoint knots�
The number of disjoint knots in a link is called the number of components
of the link� Thus a knot can be considered as a link with one component�
Two links L� L� in M are said to be equivalent if there exists a smooth
orientation preserving automorphism f � M � M such that f�L� � L��
For links with two or more components we require f to preserve a �xed
given ordering of the components� Such a function f is called an ambient
isotopy and L and L� are called ambient isotopic� In this section we shall
take M to be S� �� R� � f�g and simply write a link instead of a link
in S�� The diagrams of links are drawn as links in R�� A link diagram

of L is a plane projection with crossings marked as over or under� The
simplest combinatorial invariant of a knot � is the crossing number c����
It is de�ned as the minimum number of crossings in any projection of the
knot �� The classi�cation of knots upto crossing number �� is now known
����� The crossing number for some special families of knots are known�
however� the question of �nding the crossing number of an arbitray knot is
still unanswered� Another combinatorial invariant of a knot � that is easy
to de�ne is the unknotting number u���� It is de�ned as the minimum
number of crossing changes in any projection of the knot � which makes it
into a projection of the unknot� Upper and lower bounds for u��� are known
for any knot �� An explicit formula for u��� for a family of knots called torus
knots� conjectured by Milnor nearly �� years ago� has been proved recently
by a number of di�erent methods� The three manifold S�n� is called the knot
complement of �� The fundamental group ���S

� n�� of the knot complement
is an invariant of the knot �� It is called the fundamental group of the knot
and is denoted by ������ Equivalent knots have homeomorphic complements
and conversely� However� this result does not extend to links�
By changing a link diagram at one crossing we can obtain three diagrams

corresponding to links L�� L� and L� which are identical except for this
crossing �see Figure ���
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Figure �� Altering a link at a crossing

In the ����s� Alexander gave an algorithm for computing a polynomial
invariant ���t� �a Laurent polynomial in t� of a knot �� called theAlexander
polynomial� by using its projection on a plane� He also gave its topological
interpretation as an annihilator of a certain cohomology module associated
to the knot �� In the ����s� Conway de�ned his polynomial invariant and
gave its relation to the Alexander polynomial� This polynomial is called the
Alexander�Conway polynomial or simply the Conway polynomial� The
Alexander	Conway polynomial of an oriented link L is denoted by rL�z� or
simply by r�z� when L is �xed� We denote the corresponding polynomials
of L�� L� and L� by r�� r� and r� respectively� The Alexander	Conway
polynomial is uniquely determined by the following simple set of axioms�
AC�� Let L and L� be two oriented links which are ambient isotopic� Then

rL��z� � rL�z� ���

AC�� Let S� be the standard unknotted circle embeded in S�� It is usually
referred to as the unknot and is denoted by O� Then

rO�z� � �� ���

AC
� The polynomial satis�es the following skein relation

r��z��r��z� � zr��z�� �
�
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We note that the original Alexander polynomial �L is related to the
Alexander	Conway polynomial of an oriented link L by the relation

�L�t� � rL�t
��� � t������

Despite these and other major advances in knot theory� the Tait con	
jectures remained unsettled for more than a century after their formulation�
Then in the ����s� Jones discovered his polynomial invariant VL�t�� called the
Jones polynomial� while studying Von Neumann algebras ���� and gave its
interpretation in terms of statistical mechanics� A state model for the Jones
polynomial was then given by Kau�man ���� using his bracket polynomial�
These new polynomial invariants have led to the proofs of most of the Tait
conjectures� As with the earlier invariants� Jones de�nition of his poyno	
mial invariants is algebraic and combinatorial in nature and was based on
representations of the braid groups and related Hecke algebras�
The Jones polynomial V��t� of � is a Laurent polynomial in t which is

uniquely determined by a simple set of properties similar to the axioms for
the Alexander	Conway polynomial� More generally� the Jones polynomial
can be de�ned for any oriented link L as a Laurent polynomial in t���� so
that reversing the orientation of all components of L leaves VL unchanged�
In particular� V� does not depend on the orientation of the knot �� For a
�xed link� we denote the Jones polynomial simply by V � Recall that there
are 
 standard ways to change a link diagram at a crossing point� The
Jones polynomials of the corresponding links are denoted by V�� V� and V�
respectively� Then the Jones polynomial is characterized by the following
properties�
JO�� Let L and L� be two oriented links which are ambient isotopic� Then

VL��t� � VL�t� ���

JO�� Let O denote the unknot� Then
VO�t� � �� ���

JO
� The polynomial satis�es the following skein relation

t��V� � tV� � �t
��� � t�����V�� ���

An important property of the Jones polynomial that is not shared by the
Alexander	Conway polynomial is its ability to distinguish between a knot
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and its mirror image� More precisely� we have the following result� Let �m
be the mirror image of the knot �� Then

V�m�t� � V��t
���� ���

Since the Jones polynomial is not symmetric in t and t��� it follows that in
general

V�m�t� �� V��t�� ���

We note that a knot is called amphicheiral �achiral in biochemistry� if
it is equivalent to its mirror image� We shall use the simpler biochemistry
notation� In this terminology� a knot that is not equivalent to its mirror
image is called chiral � The condition expressed by ��� is su�cient but not
necessary for chirality of a knot� The Jones polynomial did not resolve the
following conjecture by Tait concerning chirality�
The chirality conjecture�

If the crossing number of a knot is odd� then it is chiral�
A ��	crossing knot which provides a counter	example to the chirality conjec	
ture is given in �����
There was an interval of nearly �� years between the discovery of the

Alexander polynomial and the Jones polynomial� Since then a number of
polynomial and other invariants of knots and links have been found� A
particulary interesting one is the two variable polynomial generalizing V
de�ned in ����� This polynomial is called theHOMFLY polynomial �name
formed from the initials of authors of the article ����� and is denoted by P �
The HOMFLY polynomial P ��� z� satis�es the following skein relation

���P� � �P� � zP�� ���

Both the Jones polynomial VL and the Alexander	Conway polynomialrL are
special cases of the HOMFLY polynomial� The precise relations are given by
the following theorem�

Theorem ��� Let L be an oriented link� Then the polynomials PL� VL and
rL satisfy the following relations�

VL�t� � PL�t� t
��� � t����� and rL�z� � PL��� z�
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After de�ning his polynomial invariant� Jones also established the relation
of some knot invariants with statistical mechanical models ����� Since then
this has become a very active area of research� We now recall the construction
of a typical statistical mechanics model� Let X denote the con�guration
space of the model and let S denote the set �usually with some additional
structure� of internal symmetries� The set S is also called the spin space� A
state of the statistical system �X�S� is an element s � F�X�S�� The energy
Ek of the system �X�S� is a functional

Ek � F�X�S�� R� k � K

where the subscript k � K indicates the dependence of energy on the set
K of auxiliary parameters� such as temperature� pressure etc� For example�
in the simplest lattice models� the energy is often taken to depend only on
the nearest neighboring states and on the ambient temperature and the spin
space is taken to be S � Z�� corresponding to the up and down directions�
The weighted partition function of the system is de�ned by

Zk ��
X Ek�s�w�s�

where w � F�X�S� � R is a weight function and the sum is taken over
all states s � F�X�S�� The partition functions corresponding to di�erent
weights are expected to re�ect the properties of the system as a whole� Cal	
culation of the partition functions remains one of the most di�cult problems
in statistical mechanics� In special models the calculation can be carried
out by using auxiliary realtions satis�ed by some subsets of the con�gura	
tion space� The star	triangle relations or the corresponding Yang	Baxter
equations are examples of such relations� One obtains a state	model for the
Alexander or the Jones polynomial of a knot� by associating to the knot a
statistical system� whose partition function gives the corresponding polyno	
mial�
However� these statistical models did not provide a geometrical or topo	

logical interpretation of the polynomial invariants� Such an interpretation
was provided by Witten ���� by applying ideas from Quantum Field Theory
�QFT� to the Chern	Simons Lagrangian� In fact� Wittens model allows us
to consider the knot and link invariants in any compact 
	manifoldM � Wit	
tens ideas have led to the creation of a new area called Topological Quantum
Field Theory �TQFT� which� at least formally� allows us to express topologi	
cal invariants of manifolds by considering a QFT with a suitable Lagrangian�
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An excellent account of several aspects of the geometry and physics of knots
may be found in the books by Atiyah ��� and Kau�man �����
We conclude this section discussing a knot invariant that can be de�ned

for a special class of knots� In ����� Bill Thurston ���� created the �eld of
hyperbolic 
	manifolds� A hyperbolic manifold is a manifold which admits
a metric of constant negative curvature or equivalently a metric of constant
curvature 	�� The application of hyperbolic 
	manifolds to knot theory arises
as follows� A knot � is called hyperbolic if the knot complement S� n � is a
hyperbolic 
	manifold� It can be shown that the knot complement S� n � of
the hyperbolic knot � has �nite hyperbolic volume v���� The number v���
is an invariant of the knot � and can be computed to any degree of accuracy�
however the arithmetic nature of v��� is not known� It is known that the torus
knots are not hyperbolic� The �gure eight knot is the knot with the smallest
crossing number that is hyperbolic� Thurston has made a conjecture that
e�ectively states that almost every knot is hyperbolic� Recently Hoste and
Weeks have made a table of knots with crossing number �� or less by making
essential use of hyperbolic geometry� Their table has more than ��� million
knots� all but 
� of which are hyperbolic� Thistlewaite has obtained the same
table without using any hyperbolic invariants� A fascinating account of their
work is given in ����� We would like to add that there is a vast body of
work on the topology and geometry of 
	manifolds which was initiated by
Thurston� At present the relation of this work to the methods and results
of the gauge theory� quantum groups or stastistical mechanics approaches to
the study of 
	manifolds remains a mystery�

� TQFT Approach to Knot Invariants

Quantization of classical �elds is an area of fundamental importance in mod	
ern mathematical physics� Although there is no satisfactory mathematical
theory of quantization of classical dynamical systems or �elds� physicists have
developed several methods of quantization that can be applied to speci�c
problems� Most important among these is Feynmans path integral method
of quantization� which has been applied with great success in QED �Quantum
Electrodynamics�� the theory of quantization of electromagnetic �elds� On
the other hand the recently developed TQFT �Topological Quantum Field
Theory� has been very useful in de�ning� interpreting and calculating new
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invariants of manifolds� We note that at present TQFT cannot be considered
as a mathematical theory and our presentation is based on a development
of the in�nite dimensional calculations by formal anology with �nite dimen	
sional results� Nevertheless� TQFT has provided us with new results as well
as a fresh perspective on invariants of low dimensional manifolds� For exam	
ple� at this time a geometric interpretation of polynomial invariants of knots
and links in 
	manifolds such as the Jones polynomial can be given only in
the context of TQFT�
In ����� Yang and Mills obtained a set of equations generalizing the

classical Maxwells equations to the non	abelian gauge group SU���� The
Yang	Mills equations played a fundamental role in the development of the
electroweak theory and the subsequent construction of the standard model
of the fundamental particles and their interactions� An introduction to the
mathematical foundations of gauge theories and relevant physical background
may be found in �
��� Here we recall brie�y the mathematical setting for a
gauge �eld theory� The con�guration space of the theory is taken to be the
space AP �M�G� of all gauge potentials �connections� on the principal bundle
P �M�G�� The �classical� gauge �eld is the curvature of a connection on the
bundle P �M�G�� The structure group G is called the gauge group� The
group GP of automorphisms of the bundle P covering the identity is called the
group of gauge transformations� The Lagrangian is de�ned as a function
on the con�guration space� The corresponding quantum �eld theory is con	
structed by considering the space of classical �elds as a con�guration space C
and de�ning the quantum expectation values of gauge invariant functions on
C by using path integrals� This is usually referred to as the Feynman path
integral method of quantization� Application of this method together with
perturbative calculations have yielded some interesting results in the quan	
tization of gauge theories� The starting point of this method is the choice
of a Lagrangian de�ned on the con�guration space of classical gauge �elds�
This Lagrangian is used to de�ne the action functional that enters in the
integrand of the Feynman path integral�
A quantum �eld theory may be considered as an assignment of

the quantum expectation � � �� to each gauge invariant function
� � A�M� � R� A gauge invariant function � � A�M� � R is called
an observable in quantum �eld theory� In the Feynman path integral ap	
proach to quantization the quantum expectation � � �� of an observable is
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given by the following expression�

� � ���

R
A�M� e

�S��������DAR
A�M� e

�S����DA � ����

where DA is a suitably de�ned measure on A�M�� It is customary to express
the quantum expectation � � �� in terms of the partition function Z�

de�ned by

Z���� ��
Z
A�M�

e�S��������DA� ����

Thus we can write

� � ���
Z����

Z����
� ����

In the above equations we have written the quantum expectation as � � ��

to indicate explicitly that� in fact� we have a one	parameter family of quan	
tum expectations indexed by the coupling constant � in the action�
There are several examples of gauge invariant functions� For example�

primary characteristic classes evaluated on suitable homology cycles give an
important family of gauge invariant functions� The instanton number k of
P �M�G� belongs to this family� as it corresponds to the second Chern class
evaluated on the fundamental cycle ofM representing the fundamental class
�M �� The pointwise norm jF�jx of the gauge �eld at x � M � the absolute
value jkj of the instanton number k and the Yang	Mills action are also gauge
invariant functions� Another important example of a quantum observable is
given by theWilson loop functional de�ned below�

De�nition ��� �Wilson loop functional	 Let 	 denote a representation of
G on a 
nite dimensional vector space V � Let � denote a loop at x� � M�
Let � � P �M�G� � M be the canonical projection and let p � ����x��� If
� is a connection on P � then the parallel translation along � maps the 
ber
����x�� into itself� Let ��� � �

���x�� � ����x�� denote this map� Since G
acts transitively on the 
bers� �g� � G such that ����p� � pg�� The element
g� � G is the holonomy of � at p� Now de
ne W��� by

W������ �� Tr�	�g��� �� � AM � ��
�

We note that g� and hence 	�g��� change by conjugation if� instead of p� we
choose another point in the 
ber ����x��� but the trace remains unchanged�
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We call W��� the Wilson loop functional associated to the representation
	 and the loop �� In the particular case when 	 � Ad the adjoint represen�
tation of G on its Lie algebra� our constructions reduce to those considered
in physics� A gauge transformation f � GM acts on � � AM by a vertical
automorphism of P and therefore� changes the holonomy by conjugation by
an element of the gauge group G� This leaves the trace invariant and hence
we have

W��f ����� �W������ �� � AM and f � GM � ����

Equation ���	 implies that the Wilson loop functional is gauge invariant and
hence de
nes a quantum observable� Regarding a knot � as a loop we get a
quantum observable W��� associated to the knot� For a link L with ordered
components ��� ��� � � � �j and corresponding representations 	�� 	�� � � � 	j of G
we de
ne the Wilson functional WL by

WL��� ��W��������W�������� � � �W�j ��j��� � �� � AM �

We note that the gauge invariance of � makes the integral de�ning Z di	
vergent� due to the in�nite contribution coming from gauge equivalent �elds�
One way to avoid this di�culty is to observe that the integrand is gauge
invariant and hence Z descends to the orbit space O � AM
GM and can be
evaluated by integrating over this orbit space O� However� the mathematical
structure of this space is essentially unknown at this time� Physicists have
attempted to get around this di�culty by choosing a section s � O � AM

and integrating over its image s�O� with a suitable weight factor such as the
Faddeev	Popov determinant� which may be thought of as the Jacobian of the
change of variables e�ected by pjs�O� � s�O� � O� We note that this gauge
�xing procedure does not work in general� due to the presence of the Gribov
ambiguity� Also the Faddeev	Popov determinant is in�nite dimensional and
needs to be regularized�
When M is 
	dimensional P is trivial �in a non	canonical way�� We �x a

trivialization to write P �M�G� � M 	 G and write AM for AP �M�G�� Then
the group of gauge transformations GP can be identi�ed with the group of
smooth functions from M to G and we denote it simply by GM � The gauge
theory used by Witten in his work is the Chern	Simons theory on a 
	manifold
with gauge group SU�n�� The Chern	Simons Lagrangian LCS is de�ned by

LCS ��
k

��
tr�A 
 F � �



A 
 A 
 A� �

k

��
tr�A 
 dA�

�



A 
 A 
 A�� ����

�




The Chern	Simons action ACS then takes the form

ACS ��
Z
M
LCS �

k

��

Z
M
tr�A 
 dA�

�



A 
 A 
 A�� ����

where k � R is a coupling constant� A denotes the pull	back to M of the
gauge potential�connection� � by a section of P and F � F� � d�A is the
gauge �eld �curvature of �� on M corresponding to the gauge potential A�
A local expression for ���� is given by

ACS �
k

��

Z
M
����tr�A���A� �

�



A�A�A��� ����

where A� � Aa
�Ta are the components of the gauge potential with respect

to the local coordinates fx�g� fTag is a basis of the Lie algebra su�n� in
the fundamental representation and ���� is the totally skew	symmetric Levi	
Civita symbol with ���� � �� Let g � GM be a gauge transformation regarded
as a function from M to SU�n� and de�ne the �	form  by

 �� g��dg � g����gdx
��

Then the gauge transformation Ag of A by g has �local� components

Ag
� � g��A�g � g����g � � � � � 
� ����

In the physics literature� the connected component of the identity� Gid � GM
is called the group of small gauge transformations� A gauge transforma	
tion not belonging to Gid is called a large gauge transformation� By a
direct calculation� one can show that the Chern	Simons action is invariant
under small gauge transformations� i�e�

ACS�A
g� � ACS�A�� �g � Gid�

Under a large gauge transformation g the action ���� transforms as follows�

ACS�A
g� � ACS�A� � ��kAWZ� ����

where

AWZ ��
�

����

Z
M
����tr����� ����
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is the Wess�Zumino action functional� It can be shown that the Wess	
Zumino functional is integer valued and hence� if the Chern	Simons coupling
constant k is taken to be an integer� then we have

eiACS�A
g� � eiACS�A��

The integer k is called the level of the corresponding Chern	Simons theory�
The action enters the Feynman path integral in this exponential form� It
follows that the path integral quantization of the Chern	Simons model is
gauge	invariant� This conclusion holds more generally for any compact simple
group G if the coupling constant c�G� is chosen appropriately� The action is
manifestly covariant since the integral involved in its de�nition is independent
of the metric on M and this implies that the Chern	Simons theory is a
topological �eld theory� It is this aspect of the Chern	Simons theory that
plays a fundamental role in our study of knot and link invariants�
For k � N� the transformation law ���� implies that the Chern	Simons

action descends to the quotient BM � AM
GM as a function with values in
R
Z� BM is called the moduli space of gauge equivalence classes of connec	
tions� We denote this function by fCS� i�e�

fCS � BM � R
Z is de�ned by ��� � ACS���� ���� � �GM � BM � ����

The �eld equations of the Chern	Simons theory are obtained by setting the
�rst variation of the action to zero as

�ACS � ��

The �eld equations are given by

�F� � � or equivalently F� � �� ����

The calculations leading to the �eld equations ���� also show that the gra	
dient vector �eld of the function fCS is given by

grad fCS �
�

��
� F ��
�

The gradient �ow of fCS plays a fundamental role in the de�nition of Floer
homology� A discussion of Floer homology and its extensions may be found in
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�
��� The solutions of the �eld equations ���� are called the Chern�Simons
connections� They are precisely the �at connections�
We take the state space of the Chern	Simons theory to be the moduli

space of gauge potentials BM � The partition function Zk of the theory is
de�ned by

Zk��� ��
Z
BM

e�iACS�������DA�

where � � AP � R is a quantum observable �i�e� a guage invariant function�
of the theory and ACS is de�ned by ����� Gauge invariance implies that �
de�nes a function on BM and we denote this function by the same letter�
The expectation value � � �k of the observable � is given by

� � �k ��
Zk���

Zk���
�

R
BM

e�iACS�������DAR
BM

e�iACS���DA �

If Zk��� exists� it provides a numerical invariant of M � For example� for
M � S� and G � SU���� using the action ���� Witten obtains the following
expression for this partition function as a function of the level k

Zk��� �

s
�

k � �
sin

�
�

k � �

�
� ����

Taking for � the Wilson loop functional W���� where 	 is a suitably cho	
sen representation of G and � is the knot under consideration� leads to the
following interpretation of the Jones polynomial

� � �k � V��q�� where q � e�	i��k����

For a framed link L� we denote by � L � the expectation value of the
corresponding Wilson loop functional for the Chern	Simons theory of level k
and gauge group SU�n� and with 	i the fundamental representation for all
i� To verify the de�ning relations for the Jones polynomial of a link L in S��
Witten starts by considering the Wilson loop functionals for the associated
links L�� L�� L� and obtains the relation

� � L� � �� � L� � �� � L� �� � ����
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where the coe�cients �� �� � are given by the following expressions

� � �exp� ��i

n�n � k�
�� ����

� � �exp��i��� n� n��

n�n� k�
� ��exp��i�� � n� n��

n�n � k�
�� ����

� � exp�
��i��� n��

n�n� k�
�� ����

We note that the calculation of the coe�cients �� �� � is closely related to
the Verlinde fusion rules ���� and �d conformal �eld theories� Subistitut	
ing the values of �� �� � into equation ���� and cancelling a common factor

exp�	i���n
��

n�n�k�
�� we get

�tn�� � L� � ��t��� � t����� � L� � �t�n�� � L� �� �� ����

where we have put

t � exp�
��i

n� k
��

For SU��� Chern	Simons theory equation ����� under the transformationp
t� ��
pt� goes over into equation ��� which is the skein relation charac	

terizing the Jones polynomial� We note that recently the Alexander	Conway
polynomial has also been obtained by the TQFT methods in �����
If V �n� denotes the Jones polynomial corresponding to the skein rela	

tion ����� then the family of polynomials fV �n�g can be shown to be equiva	
lent to the two variable HOMFLY polynomial P ��� z��
In the course of our discussion of Wittens interpretation of the Jones

polynomial� we have indicated an evaluation of a speci�c partition function
�see equation ������ This partition function provides a new family of invari	
ants of S�� Such a partition function can be de�ned for a more general class
of 
	manifolds and gauge groups� More precisely� let G be a compact� simply
connected� simple Lie group and let k � Z� Let M be a �	framed �see ��� for
a de�nition of framing�� closed� oriented 
	manifold� We de�ne theWitten

invariant TG�k�M� of the triple �M�G� k� by

TG�k�M� ��
Z
BM

e�ifCS�����D���� �
��
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where D��� is a suitable measure on BM � We note that no precise de�nition
of such a measure is available at this time and the de�nition is to be regarded
as a formal expression� Indeed� one of the aims of TQFT is to make sense
of such formal expressions� We de�ne the normalized Witten invariant

WG�k�M� of a �	framed� closed� oriented 
	manifold M by

WG�k�M� ��
TG�k�M�
TG�k�S��

� �
��

Then we have the following �theorem��

Theorem ��� �Witten	 Let G be a compact� simply connected� simple Lie
group� Let M�N be two ��framed� closed� oriented 
�manifolds� Then we
have the following results

TG�k�S� 	 S�� � �� �
��

TSU����k�S�� �

s
�

k � �
sin
�

�

k � �

�
� �

�

WG�k�M N� � WG�k�M� � WG�k�N�� �
��

In �
�� Kohno de�nes a family of invariants �k�M� of a 
	manifold M
by using its Heegaard decomposition along a Riemann surface !g and rep	
resentations of the mapping class group of !g� Kohnos invariant coincides
with the normalized Witten invariant with the gauge group SU���� Similar
results were also obtained by Crane ����� The agreement of these results with
those of Witten may be regarded as strong evidence for the correctness of
the TQFT calculations� Shortly after the publication of Wittens paper �����
Reshetikhin and Turaev ���� gave a precise combinatorial de�nition of a new
invariant by using the representation theory of quantum group Uqsl� at the
root of unity q � e�	i��k���� The parameter q coincides with Wittens SU�n�
Chern	Simons theory parameter t when n � � and in this case the invariant
of Reshetikhin and Turaev is the same as Wittens invariant� A number of
other mathematicians have also obtained invariants that are closely related
to the Witten invariant� The equivalence of these invariants de�ned by using
di�erent methods was a folk theorem until a complete proof was given by
Piunikhin in �
��� In all of these the invariant is well de�ned only at roots
of unity and perhaps near roots of unity if a perturbative expansion is pos	
sible� This situation occurs in the study of classical modular functions and
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Ramanujans mock theta functions� Ramanujan had introduced his mock
theta functions in a letter to Hardy in ���� �the famous last letter� to de	
scribe some power series in variable q � e�	iz� z � C� He also wrote down
�without proof� as was usual in his work� a number of identities involving
these series which were completely veri�ed only in ���� � Recently� Lawrence
and Zagier have obtained several di�erent formulas for the Witten invariant
WSU����k�M� of the Poincar�e homology sphere M � !��� 
� �� in �
��� They
show how the Witten invariant can be extended from integral k to rational
k and give its relation to the mock theta function� In particular� they obtain
the following fantastic formula� a la Ramanujan� for the Witten invariant
WSU����k�M� of the Poincar�e homology sphere

WSU����k�!��� 
� ��� � � �
�X
n	�

x�n
�

�� � x��� � x�� � � � �� � xn���

where x � e	i��k���� We note that the series on the right hand side of this
formula terminates after k � � terms�
In addition to the results described above� there are several other applica	

tions of TQFT in the study of the geometry and topology of low dimensional
manifolds� In � and 
 dimensions Conformal Field Theory �CFT� methods
have proved to be useful� An attempt to put the CFT on a �rm mathemati	
cal foundation was begun by Segal in ���� �see also� �
��� by propossing a set
of axioms for CFT� CFT is a two dimensional theory and it was necessary
to modify and generalize these axioms to apply to topological �eld theory in
any dimension� We now discuss brie�y these TQFT axioms following Atiyah
��� �see also� �
����

Atiyah axioms for TQFT

The Atiyah axioms for TQFT arose from an attempt to give a mathemat	
ical formulation of the non	perturbative aspects of quantum �eld theory in
general and to develop� in particular� computational tools for the Feynman
path integrals that are fundamental in the Hamiltonian approach to QFT�
The most spectacular application of the non	perturbative methods has been
in the de�nition and calculation of the invariants of 
	manifolds with or
without links and knots� In most physical applications however� it is the
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perturbative calculations that are predominantly used� Recently� perturba	
tive aspects of the Chern	Simons theory in the context of TQFT have been
considered in ����� For other approaches to the invariants of 
	manifolds see
�
�� 
�� �
� ���
Let Cn denote the category of compact� oriented� smooth n	dimensional

manifolds with morphism given by oriented cobordism� Let VC denote the
category of �nite dimensional complex vector spaces� An �n���	dimensional
TQFT is a functor T from the category Cn to the category VC which satis�es
the following axioms�
A�� Let �! denote the manifold ! with the opposite orientation of !

and let V � be the dual vector space of V � VC� Then
T ��!� � �T �!���� �! � Cn�

A�� Let t denote disjoint union� Then
T �!� t !�� � T �!��� T �!��� �!��!� � Cn�

A
� Let Yi � !i � !i��� i � �� � be morphisms� Then

T �Y�Y�� � T �Y��T �Y�� � Hom�T �!��� T �!����

where Y�Y� denotes the morphism given by composite cobordism Y� �
�
Y��

A�� Let �n be the empty n	dimensional manifold� Then

T ��n� � C�

A�� For every ! � Cn
T �!	 ��� ��� � T �!�� T �!�

is the identity endomorphism�
We note that if Y is a compact� oriented� smooth �n � ��	manifold with

compact� oriented� smooth boundary !� then

T �Y � � T ��n�� T �!�
is uniquely determined by the image of the basis vector � � C � T ��n�� In
this case the vector T �Y � � � � T �!� is often denoted simply by T �Y � also�
In particular� if Y is closed� then

T �Y � � T ��n�� T ��n� and T �Y � � � � T ��n� � C
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is a complex number which turns out to be an invariant of Y � Axiom A

suggests a way of obtaining this invariant by a cut and paste operation on
Y as follows� Let Y � Y� �
 Y� so that Y� �resp� Y�� has boundary ! �resp�
�!�� Then we have

T �Y � � � �� T �Y�� � �� T �Y�� � � �� �
��

where � � � is the pairing between the dual vector spaces T �!� and T ��!� �
�T �!���� Equation �
�� is often referred to as a gluing formula� Such gluing
formulas are characteristic of TQFT� They arise in Fukaya	Floer homology
theory of 
	manifolds� Floer	Donaldson theory of �	manifold invariants as
well as in �	dimensional conformal �eld theory� For speci�c applications the
Atiyah axioms need to be re�ned� supplemented and modi�ed� For example�
one may replace the category VC of complex vector spaces by the category of
�nite	dimensional Hilbert spaces� This is in fact� the situation of the �����	
dimensional Jones	Witten theory� In this case it is natural to require the
following additional axiom�
A�� Let Y be a compact oriented 
	manifold with �Y � !� t ��!���

Then the linear transformations

T �Y � � T �!��� T �!�� and T ��Y � � T �!��� T �!��

are mutually adjoint�
For a closed 
	manifold Y the axiom A� implies that

T ��Y � � T �Y � � C�

It is this property that is at the heart of the result that in general� the Jones
polynomials of a knot and its mirror image are di�erent �see equation �����
A geometric formulation of the quantization of Chern	Simons theory is

given in ���� Another important approach to link invariants is via solutions of
the Yang	Baxter equations and representations of the corresponding quan	
tum groups �see� for example� �
�� 
�� ��� �
� ����� For relations between link
invariants� conformal �eld theories and 
	dimensional topology see� for exam	
ple� ���� 
��� We remark that the vacuum expectation values of Wilson loop
observables in the Chern	Simons theory have been computed recently up to
second order of the inverse of the coupling constant� These calculations have
provided a quantum �eld theoretic de�nition of certain invariants of knots
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and links in 
	manifolds ���� ���� Among these are the self	linking invariants
of knots� A precise mathematical proof of these invariants is discussed in the
next section�

� Self�linking Invariants of Knots

Gausss linking number formula can also be interpreted as the equality of
topological and analytic degree of a suitable function� Let us recall these
de�nitions� Let X� Y be two closed oriented n	manifolds� Let q � Y be a
regular value of a smooth function f � X � Y � Then f���q� has �nitely many
points p�� p�� � � � � pj� For each i� � � i � j� de�ne �i � � �resp� �i � ���
if the di�erential Df � TX � TY restricted to the tangent space at pi is
orientation preserving �resp� reversing�� Then the di�erential topological
de�nition of the mapping degree or simply degree of f is given by

deg�f� ��
jX
i	�

�i� �
��

For the analytic de�nition we choose a volume form v on Y and de�ne

deg�f� ��

R
X f �vR
Y v

� �
��

In the analytic de�nition one often takes a normalized volume form so thatR
v � �� This gives a simpler formula for the degree� It follows from the well
known de Rhams theorem that the topological and the analytic de�nitions
give the same result� To apply this result to deduce the Gauss formula� let
C�C � denote the two curves� Then the map

� � C 	 C � � S� de�ned by ���r� �r�� ��
��r � �r��

j�r � �r�j � ���r�
�r�� � C 	 C �

is well de�ned by the disjointness of C and C �� If � denotes the standard
volume form on S�� then we have

� �
xdy 
 dz � ydz 
 dx� zdx 
 dy

�x� � y� � z�����
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The pull back ����� of � to C 	 C � is precisely the integrand in the Gauss
formula and

R
� � ��� It is easy to check that the topological degree of �

equals the linking number m� Let us de�ne the Gauss form � on C	C � by

� ��
�

��
������

Then the Gauss formula for the linking number can be rewritten as

Z
� � m�

Now the map � is easily seen to extend to the six dimensional space C�
��R

��
de�ned by

C�
��R

�� �� R� 	R� n f�x� x� j x � R�g � f�x�� x�� � R� 	R� j x� �� x�g�

The space C�
��R

�� is called the con�guration space of two distinct points
in R�� Denoting by ��� the extension of � to the con�guration space we can
de�ne the Gauss form ��� on the space C

�
� �R

�� by

��� ��
�

��
�������� �
��

The de�nition of the space C�
��R

�� extends naturally to de�ne C�
n�X�� the

con�guration space of n distinct points in the manifold X as follows�

C�
n�X� �� f�x�� x�� � � � � xn� � Xn j xi �� xj for i �� j� � � i� j � ng�

In ���� it is shown how to obtain a functorial compacti�cation Cn�X� of
the con�guration space C�

n�X� in the algebraic geometry setting� In his
lecture at the Geometry and Physics Seminar at MSRI in Berkeley �January
������ Prof� Bott explained how the con�guration spaces enter in the study
of imbedding problems and in particular� in the calculation of imbedding
invariants� Let f � X �� Y be an imbedding� Then f induces imbeddings of
cartesian products fn � Xn �� Y n� n � N� The maps fn give imbeddings of
con�guration spaces C�

n�X� �� C�
n�Y �� n � N by restriction� These maps in

turn extend to the compacti�cations giving a family of maps

Cf
n � Cn�X�� Cn�Y �� n � N�

�




It is these maps Cf
n that play a fundamental role in the study of imbedding

invariants� As we have seen above� the Gauss formula for the linking number
is an example of such a calculation� These ideas are used in ��
� to obtain self	
linking invariants of knots� The �rst step is to observe that the ��� de�ned
in �
�� can be de�ned on any two factors in the con�guration space C�

n�R
��

to obtain a family of maps �ij and these in turn can be used to de�ne the
Gauss forms �ij� i �� j� � � i� j � n

�ij ��
�

��
��ij��� where �ij�x�� x�� � � � � xn� ��

xi � xj
jxi � xjj � S�� �
��

Let Kf denote the parametrized knot

f � S� � R� with jdf
dt
j � �� �t � S��

Then we can use Cf
n to pull back forms �ij to C

�
n�S

�� as well as to the spaces
C�
n�m�R

�� of n�m distinct points in R� of which only the �rst n are on S��
These forms extend to the compacti�cations of the respective spaces and we
continue to denote them by the same symbols� Integrals of forms obtained by
products of the �ij over suitable spaces are called the self	linking integrals� In
the physics literature self	linking integrals and invariants for the case n � �
have appeared in the study of perturbative aspects of the Chern	Simons �eld
theory in ���� ��� ��� ���� A detailed study of the Chern	Simons perturbation
theory from a geometric and topological point of view may be found in ���
�� ���� The self	linking invariant for n � � can be obtained by using the
Gauss forms �ij as follows� Let K denote the space of all parametrized
knots� Then the Gauss forms pull back to the product K 	 C��S

�� which
�bers over K by the projection �� on the �rst factor� Let � denote the result
of integrating the �	form ��� 
 ��� along the �bers of ��� While � is well
de�ned� it is not locally constant �i�e� d� �� �� and hence does not de�ne a
knot invariant� The necessary correction term � is obtained by integrating
the �	form ��� 
 ��� 
 ��� over the space C����R

��� In ��
� it is shown that
�
� � �

 is locally constant on K and hence de�nes a knot invariant� It
turns out that this invariant belongs to a family of knot invariants� called
�nite type invariants� de�ned by Vassiliev ���� �see also �
��� In �

� Gauss
forms with di�erent normalization are used in the formula for this invariant
and it is stated that the invariant is an integer equal to the second coe�cient
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of the Alexander	Conway polynomial of the knot� Kontsevich views the self	
linking invariant formula as forming a small part of a very broad program to
relate the invariants of low	dimensional manifolds� homotopical algebras� and
non	commutative geometry with topological �eld theories and the calculus
of Feynman diagrams� It seems that the full realization of this program
would require the best e�orts of mathematicians and physicists in the new
millenium�

� Knots in Chemistry and Biology

At the end of the ��th century knot theory got a big boost from Chem	
istry� It was thought that knots would provide a model for atoms and help
explain their chemical properties� While this application of knots did not
materialize� another application of knots in the area of Polymer Chemistry
has emerged recently� Chemists have been synthesizing molecules for quite
some time� Polymer chemists have observed random knotting and linking
of molecular chains and have been interested in understanding the physical
and chemical e�ects of these exotic topological structures� Two molecules
with the same composition and which are homeomorphic but not isotopic
�for example� closed chains with di�erent knot types� are called topological
stereoisomers or topoisomers for short� The actual laboratory synthesis of
knotted or linked molecular rings has proved to be quite di�cult� The �rst
successful synthesis of a knotted moelcule was obtained only in ���� �����
Geometric and topological study of molecular structure is an area which is
still in its infancy� Due to the internal structure of molecules� topological
properties may not always be realized� For example� topologically achiral
knot is equivalent to its mirror image� but a molecule with this knot type
may be chemically chiral� i�e� it may not be deformable through space to
its mirror image� On the other hand topological chirality implies chemical
chirality� An introduction to this fascinating �eld may be found in �����
Synthesizing a chiral molecule and its mirror image molecule and relating
their mathematical properties to their physical and chemical properties is
just one of a host of challenging problems in topological chemistry for the
new millenium�
In Biology� long molecular chains �some of them already knotted� are

provided by nature� The discovery of the detailed structure of DNA �De	
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oxyribonucleic acid� molecules� which carry the genetic code for all living
forms� by Watson and Crick �Nobel Prize for Medicine� ����� ranks among
the most important scienti�c achievements of the twentieth century� DNA
molecule consists of millions of atoms and its local structure is very complex�
However� as a macromolecule it has the form of a string ladder that spirals
around �hence the name double helix�� The pair of long strings contain a
sequence of four bases A �Adenine�� T �Thyamine�� C �Cytosine�� and G
�Guanine�� The rungs are bonds which always join A to T and C to G�
This sets up a one to one correspondance between the base sequences on
the two strings of the DNA ladder� The genetic code is an ordered sequence
of the four bases A� T� G and C� A gene is just a speci�c section of the
DNA consisting of a unique sequence of base pairs which allows scientists to
distinguish it from other genes and to map its precise location on the chro	
mosome in a human cell� The human genome consists of �fty to one hundred
thousand genes located on �
 pairs of chromosomes in a human cell� The
complete sequencing and mapping of all the genes is the main goal of the
Human Genome Project �HGP for short�� As the �nal draft of this paper
was being prepared two groups of scientists� one public and the other pri	
vate� announced that they have completed the HGP� The HGP constitutes
the foundation on which to build our understanding of human genetic traits
and in particular� inherited diseases� One of the major questions that must
be answered� once the details of the HGP are clari�ed� is � �What is the
geometric and topological structure of the DNA �as well as the RNA and
the proteins� and what is its relation to the biomolecular properties"� The
�rst steps towards the answer to this question have already been taken� We
brie�y comment on some of these in the last part of this section�
The DNA is subject to three biological actions� They are replication

�the process of reproducing a given molecule of DNA�� transcription �copy	
ing segments of DNA�� and recombination �modifying DNA molecules��
In nature these biological functions are accomplished by speci�c actions of
certain enzymes called topoisomerasses �for recent reviews see� ���� �����
These enzymes can cut the DNA strand at a speci�c site� pass it around
another strand or another part of the same strand and then glue it back at
the cut� thereby transforming the DNA into a di�erent topological con�gura	
tion� This is exactly the procedure that one uses in unknotting a knot� Thus
the unknotting number or its bounds give molecular biologists an estimate
of how frequently an enzyme has to act to untangle or to produce a given
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structure� Enzymes could also act in a more complicated fashion� Knotting�
linking and supercoiling can occur in these �exible macromolecules as a re	
sult of such enzyme action� It is much easier to study the action of a given
enzyme on a circular DNA� In fact� single stranded as well as duplex �double
stranded� circular DNA is found to occur naturally in many bacteria� viruses
and yeasts� We illustrate some applications of topology and geometry by
considering the duplex circular DNA�
The duplex circular DNA can be modelled topologically as the ribbon

D �� S� 	 ���� ��� a two dimensional surface in R� with boundary corre	
sponding to the two strings of the DNA molecule� The central curve of the
surface �D� �� S�	f�g� is called the axis of the DNA� The geometry of the
DNA can be highly non	trivial� The ribbon may twist and the boundaries
may get entangled becoming knotted and linked� The twisting of the ribbon
around the axis is measured by a di�erential geometric invariant called the
twist of the DNA D� It is denoted by Tw�D�� The axis of the DNA does
not� in general� lie in a plane� Its curving through space is measured by a ge	
ometric invariant called the writhe of the DNA D� It is denoted byWr�D��
The two boundary strings of the DNA may be knotted and linked and their
linking number is denoted by Lk�D�� The twist and the writhe are geometric
but not topological invariants of the duplex circular DNA� whereas the link	
ing number is a topological invariant� A surprising relation between these
three quantities was proved by White using methods and ideas developed by
several scientists working in di�erent �elds�

Theorem ��� �White	 Let D denote a duplex cyclic DNA� Then the topo�
logical invariant Lk�D�� and the geometric invariants Tw�D� and Wr�D�
are related by the equation

Lk�D� � Tw�D� �Wr�D� ����

A non	technical account of this relation ���� as well as several other aspects of
knots may be found in Adams ���� Whites formula ���� may be regarded as a
topological conservation law satis�ed by the duplex circular DNA� since any
change in twist must be balanced an equal and opposite change in writhe�
E�ects such as supercoiling of the DNA can be understood by using the
topological conservation law�
We have indicated just a few aspects of the topological and geometric in	

variants that are associated to the DNA� These early results have led molecu	

��



lar biologists to believe that knot theory may play an increasingly signi�cant
role in understanding the geometric and topological properties of DNA and
that these in turn may help in resolving some of the riddles encoded in these
basic building blocks of life� Understanding the structure and dynamics of
DNA� RNA and proteins� in general� may very well require the forging of
new mathematical tools�
We would like to conclude this section with a poem from a mathematician

who is perhaps� better known for his �Rubaiyat�� a particular form of Persian
poetry�

Then through the seven gates of
Saturn I rose�
All the knots unravelled
On the way�
But not the knot of
Human death and fate�

	 From �Rubaiyat of Omar Khayy�am� by E� FitzGerald� �����
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